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Montera's Annual Pops Concert
By Lucas Wohl Sanchez
On Thursday, the 21st of February, the Advanced Band, Advanced
Orchestra, Jazz Band, and 7th and 8th grade Choir, performed at
the annual Montera Pops Concert. Opening the concert was the
Advanced Orchestra; playing classics like “Seven Nation Army”
and more recent songs such as “Cake by the Ocean”, “Dynamite”,
and “Counting Stars”, all were given a little rock boost by
drummer, Davonne Hughes.

Last Friday's QSA Panel

By Hannah Penson
Members of the Montera QSA make
up a large percentage of Toros who
participate in Montera Lunchtime
Clubs. They recently had their first
panel, and though what was said in
the panel is confidential, I was able
to to get an idea of what was said
there. The facilitator, Ms. Berger,
asked many questions prompted by
the audience such as, “what do you
identify as?” and “do your parents
struggle to understand your
sexuality?” There were many
speakers at this panel, about seven
students and two adults per panel.
The speakers spoke about their own
personal experiences of being in the
LGBTQ community and about how
Montera is a safe space. There were
also many administrators at the
panel. One explained that their goal
was to make students feel safe,
carrying on with an emotional
speech, bringing tears to many of
the panelist’s and audience’s eyes.

After the hype over the previous popular tunes, the Jazz Band
Performed. Despite “Running of the Bulls” not being a pop song
the Jazz Band was definitely able to pull it off. During the song,
there were some honorable mentions to the solos of Silvia
Kambouridis, Desmond LeBlanc, Rudy Iyer, Grace Gulli, and
Davonne Hughes. Along with that, the Jazz band played a Stevie
Wonder classic, “Don’t You Worry ‘Bout a Thing”. While
presenting, Mr. Swihart mentioned the grant that SF Jazz received
a grant that affects Montera Middle School. This grant allows
professional musicians to go to Middle Schools in the Bay area.
While Montera is one of the sample schools, SF Jazz’s end goal is
to teach jazz to every middle school in the Bay Area.
The 7/8 grade Choir sang “The Water is Wide”, and Disney’s,
“The Lion Sleeps Tonight” from The Lion King. To close the
concert, the Advanced Band played “Funkytown” by Lipps Inc.,
“Give up the Funk”, “Rolling in the Deep”, and “The Star Wars
Saga”. Accompanying the band was bass player, Dominic
Macmillan. Every group did an absolutely beautiful job showing
their variation of these timeless hits. The musicians would also
love to give some appreciation to their amazing teachers, Mr.
Cech and Mr. Swihart. Without them, Montera would not be
nearly as musically gifted.

Letter From the Editors
By Your Editors
In this issue, you will come to realize exactly how much of an
impact we, the youth, the students, the children, really have on the
world; from anywhere between taking a stand on gun laws, to
talking openly about LGBT+ rights. The world is finally seeing
how strong we have become and how much stronger we will get.
So Toro's, keep being safe, keep being kind, keep being
responsible, but most importantly, keep being strong, the country
really needs us right now. We hope you enjoy the issue!
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Montera Stands Against Gun Violence
By Olivia Cowgill
News of the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland, Florida has caused a
political and emotional uproar, being one of the
deadliest school shootings in U.S. history. Seventeen
people were killed during this attack, ranging in age
from 14 to 49. Three out of the 17 were faculty
members; a football coach who was a second father
to many, a geography teacher who took a bullet for a
student, an athletic director who was a “great coach
and awesome motivator”; and then there were the
many teenagers who were robbed of the life ahead of
them. It could have been stopped.
The 19 year old shooter's name will not be stated in
this article because we will not glorify the tragedy he
caused. He has been faced with 17 counts of
premeditated murder, and is being held on suicide
watch. The shooter was living with his friend’s
parents who took him in after his adoptive mother
died in November. The shooter's friends' family knew
that he owned multiple weapons (they made him lock
them up in a gun safe), and saw that he was showing
signs of depression, but they thought it was related to
his mother’s death. The hints of mental instability
were anything but subtle. He posted images of dead
animals that he said he killed on his Instagram page,
along with images of guns. He commented on
someone’s Youtube that he wanted to become a
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Do you want to share your voice with the whole
school? Yes, you! If you are considering writing
for the Toro Times, come drop by during 7th/8th
grade lunch in Ms. Schooley's P14 on Mondays
and A Day Wednesdays!

professional school shooter, which was reported.
Someone who knew him called the FBI, saying
that he was going to explode, and might resort to
slipping “into a school and just shooting the
place up”. This was one of many calls warning of
potential violence, and one of many red flags for
the FBI.
There are so many things that could have
prevented this, but there is one thing that
outweighs them all. Gun control. The young
teen's purchase of an AR-15, the weapon used for
the shooting, was completely legal. It is illegal
for a 19 year old to drink alcohol, but not to
purchase a weapon that is behind 17 people’s
death. We cannot allow random people to be able
to fake a story, and buy a gun without people
having access to FBI warnings and and mental
background checks. This needs to change. This
shooting has started the movement, no matter
how many republicans deny it, no matter how
many inefficient solutions they come up with. It
has taken adults too long to do what needs to be
done, and now students from all over the nation
are doing it. You do not stop guns with more
guns, just as you do not stop death with more
death. Guns are not protection. Scott Beigel.
Aaron Feis. Christopher Hixon. Alyssa Alhadeff.
Martin Duque Anguiano. Nicholas Dworet.
Jaime Guttenberg. Luke Hoyer. Kara Loughran.
Gina Montalto. Joaquin Oliver. Alaina Petty.
Meadow Pollack. Helena Ramsay. Alex
Schachter. Carmen Schentrup. Peter Wang. 17
dead. How many more will we add to that list?

Our hearts are with all of the 17
lives lost, along with there loved
ones, classmates, and teachers. If
you or a friend is feeling
depressed or considering suicide
please call any of the hotlines
listed below. You are loved and
you are appreciated!
National Suicide Prevention
Hotline 1-800-273-8255
Depression Hotline 1-866-229-5719
Both available 24 hours a day!
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